I
Charles Elton is not simply a towering figure in the history of animal ecology; in many respects he deserves to be called its founding father. His interest in natural history, rooted in childhood, was burnished by experience on Arctic expeditions, and on the basis of these firm personal foundations he wrote Animal ecology (1)*. This book, which he records that he wrote in 1926 in 85 days (Elton, mss †), sets out much of the framework of the subject-at the levels of both the population and the community. He outlined the various factors that could potentially regulate populations, the significance of dispersal and many of the key concepts such as the pyramid of numbers and the composition of food chains. The first phase of his research was concerned with fluctuations, particularly regular ones (cycles), in animal populations; the second was devoted to the study of the community in the shape of Wytham Wood near Oxford. From this he derived other concepts such as the inverse pyramid of habitats and the girder system of communities, although these have not achieved the wide credence of his earlier ideas. His foundation of the Bureau of Animal Population in Oxford and of the Journal of Animal Ecology were truly seminal steps in the organizational development of the subject. Nevertheless, the Bureau remained small, and he preferred the small team to the large department and seldom attended national or international meetings.
Pacing the parsnip flowers and passenger rose, The grass like air stood everywhere in channels. There he thigh-deep, a patient man in flannels, With his glass-green net still, and in repose His heavy thoughtful head, seemed rooted in the brome, Stock of that natural garden, never so at home.
Charles Elton had a complex character-he was a very private person: unpretentious, gentle in manner, sensitive to the needs of others, unpushing, unaggressive although a very competent boxer and rugby player, capable of being decisive and knowing when he had to act as a Director, arguing his case quietly but with unshakeable conviction, engrossed in Nature, an incomparable naturalist, with a highly developed intuition about causal relationships between organisms, keenly aware of the social responsibility of scientists, with a marvellous quiet, ironic sense of humour. He derived much happiness from his family and records: 'faced with the dilemma of overwork versus seeing and getting to know [one's] children, I chose the latter alternative and have not regretted it'. Privately he found much relaxation in playing the piano works of Haydn, Chopin and Scarlatti, and (in addition to his extensive knowledge of and sensitivity to other literature) reading 'Westerns', spy stories, Damon Runyon and James Thurber. He avoided the 'public occasion'; although he was warm and generous in his support of, and interest in, those young ecologists whom he considered 'honest', that is they would work on animals in the field, he was less than tolerant of too much theory or gadgetry. Notwithstanding his otherwordly stance, he proved a truly effective fundraiser in that most barren of all periods, the 1930s. Although his early work was dependent on and devoted to practical issues-rodent plagues and the fur trade-latterly he became obsessive in protecting Wytham Wood against all disturbance, even from ecologists whose sampling programme appeared too destructive. He records that when he was learning boxing his trainer used to say, 'Now Mr Charles, don't lose your temper'; he was a man tightly under his own control all his life.
B, A   
Charles Elton's upbringing had many aspects that were characteristic of comfortable middleclass Edwardian families: nursemaids-mostly harsh-preparatory school and bullying, public school, army cadets, long summer holidays when the whole family moved to the country (in their case a large farmhouse in the Malvern Hills) and kindly maiden ladies with whom one would stay (in the Lake District). At the age of four he was given his first book, Beatrix Potter's Squirrel Nutkin. However, six years later he was given E. Steps's Wayside and woodland trees and, by the time he was twelve and on a visit to the Natural History Museum in London, he was proudly buying Mammals of the world. Encouraged by his brothers and one of the ladies in the Lake District, his natural history interests and knowledge grew apace. Birds were (and remained) a special interest, but he ranged widely across the animal and plant kingdoms and by the age of fifteen, in letters to members of his family, regularly referred to flowers by their full scientific names. He did not neglect the physical environment. Aged thirteen he had a 'meteorological laboratory' and recorded the weather daily.
In writing of his preparatory school days and the bullying that he experienced, culminating in a street fight and a 'tremendous row at school', he speculates that this 'horrific experience explains why I have remained uneasy in crowds'. He seems to have been happier at Liverpool College, a day school. He took a particular interest in geology, helping to found a school geological society. Later, after many of the young staff had been called up and the age of conscription had been reduced to eighteen, he found himself in his last year with more responsibility than normal and frequently in a class of one. As school prize he chose the complete works of Alfred Russel Wallace, but alas he failed his Higher Certificate. He wrote, 'My difficulty in early life was a marked inability to pass exams, i.e. to memorize subjects in which I was not interested'.
In the Officers' Training Corps there was an emphasis on drill; Charles managed to avoid much of this by joining the small signalling unit and becoming the NCO in charge. During the summer of 1917 he obtained permission to attend the Army's Garrison School of Signalling and passed an authorized test, permitting him to return to school and wear 'crossed signal flags over his stripes'. With uncharacteristic wisdom the Army, in the light of this background, drafted him to the Signal Training Service, near Bedford. He was here when the Armistice was declared and he was demobilized in January 1919. The chief benefit, he mentions, from his spell there was learning to ride a horse, although he did not do so again until he was at 7000 ft in the Andes in 1965.
Between being demobilized from the Army and going up to Oxford in October he attended 'some rather desultory classes at Liverpool University arranged by his father, but none was in biology'. As an ex-serviceman he was exempted from 'Responsions' and 'Divvers' and was accepted by New College as a commoner. He records that his friends in college were older than himself and considers that he 'was very fortunate to find a strong element of Rhodes Scholars'.
'I was tremendously lucky to have Julian Huxley as my teaching tutor', Charles wrote. This seems to have compensated him for 'trudging through Amoeba, Hydra …'. The lectures were given by E.S. Goodrich, F.R.S., 'one of the dullest lecturers I have ever sat under. I did not realise that he was also one of the foremost authorities in the world on comparative anatomy, doing a job far below his capacities, and he may well have been as bored as I was.' It is perhaps therefore not surprising that when 'Prelims' came in the summer of 1920 Charles failed in zoology! He retook the exam in the next term and passed. Unfortunately he did not find the advanced course less boring; however, tutorials every week with Huxley were always stimulating. 'He and his charming French-Swiss wife Juliette, were also hospitable, and took me on country drives and in other ways introduced me to new ideas, people and scenes'. He continues, 'Oxford, fortunately, has short 8-week terms, with correspondingly long vacations. I was able … to accomplish some of my first real research work-mainly on fresh-water life, both around Oxford and near Liverpool. ' Initially he played rugby for the college but gave up, finding his companions 'rather uncongenial'. Boxing, however, retained his interest and participation until 1923, when he had got so fit he 'could not keep still'. He then decided that competitive games were a form of 'sanitized warfare' and gave them up.
True to form, Charles did badly in his final examination papers: of the forty subjects he had prepared only two came up, and in despair he walked out in the middle of the last paper. His account of an incident in the practicals is characteristic of his whimsical humour: 'I was given a dish of water containing a large and a small polychaete worm, with instructions to comment on specimens A & B. They meant nothing to me, so I put them aside. At the end of three hours I looked at them again. There was only the large one left! So I wrote: "Specimen A has eaten Specimen B", thus managing to get an ecological item into my answers.' To Charles's surprise he was awarded a First; he later discovered this was entirely on the strength of his report on the field research he had performed in Spitzbergen in the summer of 1921. His written papers were rated a third. The examiners, Huxley and W. Garstang, had exercised their discretion. His success caused Warden Spooner to write him a thoroughly confused letter of congratulation (Potter 1980 ) and then asked him to sign a document giving him a postgraduate scholarship of £100 for two years. Charles was so uncertain as to whether the Warden had made a mistake that he cycled to north Oxford to see the Sub-Warden, who confirmed that he did indeed have the award.
In 1922 he did some demonstrating, and in the following year, when there was a vacancy, he was appointed to a 'junior demonstratorship', now termed a departmental lecturership. His academic career had started.
T S  L 
In 1921, Julian Huxley said to him that he might have a chance of joining (as Huxley's field assistant ) that year's Oxford University Expedition to Spitzbergen. Elton later wrote '… I did go, and the experience had a profound influence upon my ideas in ecology…'. That expedition was set up by a group of Oxford ornithologists and was organized by F.G. (George) Binney, Merton College, later to play a very important role in Elton's scientific development (see below). Besides Huxley, the 18 men of the expedition included A. The expeditions were not without their hardships. These started at sea. Elton records a violent passage to Spitzbergen in 1924 on the 150 ton Polarbjorn, carrying a reserve supply of winter stores, but otherwise without ballast, and top-heavy because of three crates containing parts of the expedition's seaplane: the ship rolled 35°either side. He recalled: ' After 3 days of seasickness we came in sight of the southern peaks of Spitzbergen…'.
The hardships continued on land. The Base Camp on Spitzbergen was on the west coast at latitude 79°40′, and it is not surprising that quite often the climatic conditions there, and for that matter in Norwegian Lapland, were severe. The young explorers, most of whom, at least in 1921, had little or no experience of the Arctic, had a variety of adventures. Elton nearly lost his life during the first expedition because he forgot the injunction of another team member not to cross a particular bit of surviving winter ice; he fell through up to his neck, but was saved at that point because he was wearing a rucksack. They also had some close encounters with some of the large mammals found on Spitzbergen.
Elton considered that Binney, on the 1923 and 1924 expeditions, took a good many calculated risks, '…which fortunately were all overcome without loss, though there were some "near misses"'. In August 1924 there came a point when all means of (radio) communication between the scattered members of the expedition with each other (for example the three sledging parties,), the Polarbjorn, their small second vessel (the Øiland, 27 tons), the seaplane, and the base camp had failed. This, of course, provoked anxieties, later overcome by at least some of the equipment's beginning to function properly. In mid-August, Elton feared that they might not get out before the autumn (which presumably meant being iced in for the winter), so he went out in the expedition's old motor boat and shot a seal for food. The Polarbjorn arrived on the next day, having just avoided being blocked by ice. At that time Elton was working from the base camp on an ecological survey. He was there for several days with one companion, Howard Florey (P.R.S. 1960-65) (Abraham 1971) . Florey had come to Oxford early in 1922 as a Rhodes Scholar from Adelaide. He was already medically qualified and joined the 1924 expedition as the medical officer. Elton wrote: 'It is a great relief to be camping with someone [Florey] who does things to help, without being told'. This characteristic of Florey's was to aid Elton on several later occasions (see below). The respect and friendship that developed between them arose not only through the sharing of responsibilities of austere base camp life, but in doing field work together in weather that was often very unpleasant: not only the Arctic cold, albeit in the summer, but often with near gale-force winds, Florey carrying a rifle, and Elton a camera, rucksack and entrenching tool.
After the 1930 Oxford University Expedition to Norwegian Lapland, Elton recognized that a great amount of biological work could be done there '… by any one who places more value on the following up of scientific problems than on his personal comfort'. Undoubtedly the major scientific advance arising from these Arctic expeditions was the development by Elton of ideas central to his fundamental contributions to ecology: population cycles, food chains, pyramid of numbers, and the structure of communities.
T B  A P
In the foreword to Peter Crowcroft's book Elton's ecologists (Crowcroft 1991) , Thomas Park, a central figure in the Chicago School of Ecology in the 1940s and 1950s, wrote:
Occasionally, very occasionally, a unit emerges within a larger academic structure and, through time, endows a field of inquiry with new orientation, new meaning and an expanded understanding of its own conceptual significance. In short, intellectual quality is progressively created….
[T]his quality evolves … from the dedication and talents of a few participants. Usually, also, there is one key figure who … is primarily responsible for the success of the enterprise. … [T]he unit is the Bureau of Animal Population, the field is ecology, and the protagonist is Charles Elton, F.R.S. … an enterprise that appreciably shaped the history of ecology during the mid-decades of the twentieth century.
There was an intensely personal reason for Elton's striving to establish what finally, in 1932, became the Bureau of Animal Population. The creation of such an institute had been in his mind ever since the death in 1927, at the age of 33, of his brother Geoffrey. In an address to the members of the Bureau in 1962 Elton said: 'When he [Geoffrey] died, I had the urge to create some kind of permanent memorial in the form of a research institute-from which it will be seen that right from the start I intended the B.A.P. to be a permanent research unit, not simply a means of expanding my personal work'.
A number of earlier influences had served to focus Elton's attention on populations: in particular, he records that while returning from Spitzbergen in September 1923, 'I bought a book in a Tromsø shop that changed my whole life. It was bought with one of the three pounds I had left in my pocket-Robert Collett's Norges pattedyr (Norwegian mammals) … it was the part about lemmings that enthralled me.' Back in Oxford he translated parts of it and learned about the history of lemming migrations, which came every three or four years, '… when a whole lot of lemmings apparently went crazy and walked downhill from their mountain or tundra towards the sea'. Collett's book vividly drew Elton's attention to population cycles and from it he made charts of population changes of Norwegian lemmings as described by Collett.
Earlier, while an undergraduate, Elton had been encouraged by Julian Huxley to read Conservation of the wild life of Canada by Gordon Hewitt. From this book and Norges pattedyr he recognized that whereas zoologists hitherto thought that the numbers of animals remained fairly constant, he now knew that rodents and their predators have very regular cycles in population size, for example, the three to four year population cycles of Arctic fox and Canadian lemming as well as the ten year cycle of the lynx. He put forward what he considered then to be a revolutionary thought, now taken for granted by ecologists, that cycles in the size of animal populations are a coherent law of nature (12). Aware of the likely impact of ecological findings on people, he drew attention, very early in his scientific life, to the significance of fluctuating numbers of a variety of wild mammals for forecasting disease in human populations; in particular, plague in the people of Transbaikalia and Mongolia linked to increased numbers of Mongolian marmots (17) . It was while on the 1930 Oxford University expedition to Norwegian Lapland, some years after he had read Collett's book, that he had direct experience of lemmings on the march: one night '… I lay out on a river bank and watched [lemmings] swim across one by one in the faint darkness of the Northern summer'.
George Binney, leader of two Spitzbergen expeditions, became, in 1925, a member of the staff of the Hudson Bay Company. It was not long before Elton became the biological consultant for the company and so gained direct access to the fur returns extending as far back as 1736. His involvement with these aspects of the fur trade once more showed Elton's awareness of the social and economic impact of ecological findings on people. He helped to prepare a chart for the 1928 Leipzig Fur Fair showing the sequence from lemmings to Eskimos, Canadian Indians and the Hudson's Bay Company's sale room for furs in London. The further study of these population changes in fur-bearing animals in Canada was a major part of the research of the Bureau of Animal Population for a further 25 years, Charles's role being taken over later by Dennis and Helen Chitty (Chitty 1996) .
A further influence in the development of the Bureau was the collaborative research on the breeding seasons, population cycles and parasites (including bacteria) of field voles, bank voles and wood mice performed by Elton with his two colleagues in the Department of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy (as it was then called), J.R. Baker (F.R.S. 1958) and E.B. Ford (F.R.S. 1946), together with A.D. Gardner (a member of the Medical Faculty). Denys Kempson was, for a while, their field assistant (he returned to the Bureau after World War II). The investigation, performed in Bagley Wood, near Oxford, was a good example of collaborative research, sharing the responsibility for the arduous field work, and in the laboratory exploiting the differing scientific expertises of the four investigators. Such a collective approach to research was very much favoured by Elton and they called themselves the 'Maus Gesellschaft'. In Elton's words, 'The team amicably dissolved…' after the study had been completed, and they were not to work together again, although three of them continued as colleagues in the Department of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy for about four decades.
The financial support of the Bureau was very precarious during the first thirteen years of its existence. In its first year its income had been £1624. Of this, the New York Zoological Society contributed £564 (then equal to $2000), the Royal Society £500, the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries £360, Oxford University £100, and Imperial Chemical Industries £100. It was the initial support of the New York Zoological Society that enabled the Bureau of Animal Population to be created in 1932. This support was a direct outcome of a conference held in 1931 in Canada dealing with biological cycles. It had arisen from the recognition that the periodic disappearance of salmon in the Gulf of St Lawrence was causing economic hardship to local people. The Hudson's Bay Company became involved with the arrangements for the conference, and, through its office in London, Elton became secretary of the conference. Several noted field zoologists participated in the conference, as did some other unusual people such as wildlife trappers, Canadian Indians, poachers and the captain of the Quebec icebreaker (who, Elton remarked, would be very useful in Oxford).
At Elton and his colleagues decided to concentrate their attention on mammals, and in particular on ecological aspects of the short-tailed field vole. Elton, assisted by Middleton, began population studies on field voles in the vicinity of Oxford and on new plantations of the Forestry Commission on the Welsh and Scottish hills. They were pleased to find that the population cycles of the field vole in these habitats resembled those of the lemming in Norway. Other research in the Bureau before World War II was on grey squirrel and on common partridge populations.
In about 1935, as Elton has written, '… Professor (now Sir Howard) Florey did us a very good turn, by putting me in touch with Leslie'. George Leslie had completed the preclinical part of the medical course at Oxford but had contracted tuberculosis during his clinical training at St Thomas's Hospital and had been unable to finish the medical course. He had been doing bacteriological research in the Sir William Dunn School, where Sir Howard (later Lord) Florey was Professor of Experimental Pathology. He suggested that Leslie, who was a self-taught biomathematician, might be able to help with the epidemiological aspects of the field vole work. Leslie became absorbed in mathematical modelling of population processes. He and Richard Ranson estimated the intrinsic rate of natural increase of field voles (never before done for 'any wild animal except man', wrote Elton). Leslie went on to make the same calculations for the Orkney vole and the brown rat. He contributed crucially to the development of mathematical models of population changes, invented a matrix method (now known as the Leslie Matrix) for estimating population parameters, and decisively helped, with infinite tact and encouragement, staff and postgraduate students (including one of us) at the Bureau with their biomathematical problems. Elton unreservedly acknowledged that Leslie with his 'brilliant series of mathematical "models" [had done] as much as anything else to enhance the intellectual standards of the B.A.P.'. Florey also helped at this time by arranging that Dr A.Q. Wells, in Florey's department, could act as the pathologist for the work on field voles, and Wells went on to discover vole tuberculosis.
War work University scientists had been told in 1939 that, in the event of war, their services would be reserved for special work. Rats and mice destroy very large amounts of food, so the effective control of their populations was an important part of the war effort. Elton, with additional funds, was able to increase the Bureau's staff to about 15 people; research on rodent control began a week after the outbreak of war. The objective was to study the natural history of rodents, more particularly the Norway rat, the black rat, the house mouse and the European rabbit, and to find ways of controlling their numbers. Until Elton's group embarked on this research, there had been hardly anyone in governmental organizations investigating rodent control. The group estimated the size of the rat and mouse populations, and the extent of their destruction of food supplies, amounting to the astonishing figure of about a ship-load per month. The investigations and the ensuing control work embraced 11 000 acres of downland farm, the whole of the Port of London Health Authority's territory, large stretches of Oxford's and London's sewers and the Oxford market, as well as the destructive activities of rodents in Oxford's Bodleian Library. Novel ideas on rodent control emerged, including the way in which poison baits should be used for maximum effect. The 'Rats Order', promulgated in 1941, arose directly from this work and was later extended to mice. The results of these extensive wartime studies were eventually published as The control of rats and mice (14-16). The prevailing atmosphere in the Bureau was very agreeable. There were ample occasions for the discussion of research in seminars, or over morning coffee or at afternoon tea in the library, which was a sit-down event with cakes. Elton, in a most benign manner, presided over tea, and not infrequently had some interesting, short, ecological story to tell, or an ironic comment about the ways of scientific research and of scientists. He was very aware of the difficulties experienced by overseas visitors, whether postgraduate students or others further on in their careers, in adjusting to the special academic and social environment of Oxford. At least one postgraduate student from overseas was made to feel much more at home by having a pub lunch with Elton once a week. Elton very strongly opposed the suggestion that the Bureau should lose its identity. He wrote:
Ecology is a vast subject, and population ecology forms the heart of it. It will undoubtedly some day achieve a departmental level in its own right, just as biochemistry has developed in this way. Ecology … has many contacts other than zoology, e.g. botany, geography, human demography, pathology, as well as a whole range of applied field sciences including conservation ….
[I]t would be a retrograde policy to force back into the context of general zoology an expanding subject that has already developed for fifteen years outside the Department.
Elton conducted the battle for the Bureau's survival in letters of a characteristically mild tone, although imbued with his very strong convictions about the importance of independent research groups. He considered that the Bureau should be allowed to continue as a separate institute '… in its present structure and form; to have its relationships-"the chain of command"-clarified and to be fitted into the new science programme'. It is probable that the sadness (almost bitterness) that he felt was heightened by his wish that the Bureau should be a memorial to his brother.
Elton was, however, unsuccessful. After getting a report from a subcommittee of academics with some external members, the Board of the Faculty of Biological Sciences recommended that the personnel of the Bureau should be placed in the new zoology building and without any independent status. Those responsible for this decision were fully aware of Elton's pioneering work in ecology, but had become convinced that the Bureau had recently suffered more and more from its isolation from biologists of all sorts working not only in the Zoology Department but in other departments within the compact science area of the university (see also Chitty 1996) . There was no doubt about the continuing importance of ecological investigations but these could no longer be performed effectively in an isolated small unit such as the Bureau. Professor Pringle's plan was effected. Consequently, the Department of Zoological Field Studies, and within it the Bureau of Animal Population by name and as a separate group, disappeared. The legal history of the Edward Grey Institute for Field Ornithology required it to be retained as a separate institute, although part of the Zoology Department. Dr John Phillipson succeeded Elton as Reader in Animal Ecology; his group, located at first in the Botanic Garden building and then, from 1971, in the new zoology building, was called the Animal Ecology Research Group.
One of Elton's last actions to try to bring about the survival of the Bureau was to organize a symposium in the Botanic Garden building at which members of the Bureau presented their research results. Former members of the Bureau, from within and outside Oxford, were invited to attend as a mark of support for its continued existence. It was particularly notable that Lord Florey (then P.R.S.) was sitting in the front row of the Bureau's library/seminar room alongside Professor Pringle. This was, as fate turned out, the final manifestation of the great respect and friendship that had developed between them on the 1924 Spitzbergen expedition. One of us, years after the disappearance of the Bureau, enthused to Elton about the biography of Florey by Gwyn MacFarlane, F.R.S., particularly because '… it showed Florey to be a much richer character than his rather reserved manner sometimes suggested'. Such had been their friendship that Elton simply replied, 'He [MacFarlane] said too much'.
Elton's vision for the future of the Bureau and the organization of ecological research In several unpublished talks to members of the Bureau (one in 1947, another in 1962), Elton reflected on the way in which ecological research should be performed, and on his hopes for the Bureau. He considered that a small research group of about the then size of the Bureau was the best agency for solving ecological problems. Larger institutes should be built up of such groups, working in a harmonious, overlapping manner, '… as we do now with the Edward Grey Institute' (although the door between the Bureau and the Edward Grey Institute was kept locked until Elton retired!). From his experience of the wartime rodent work, he considered that individual originality needed to be combined with group discussions-to form a sort of 'multiple brain'. Yet the individual worker should always be given the final say; 'the real job of a Director is to get people the opportunities and facilities for satisfactory work, and then make sure that they remain intellectually alive in it'.
C
The junior demonstratorship to which Charles Elton had been appointed in 1923 was a temporary post; in 1929 he was promoted to a university demonstratorship-the Oxford equivalent to a lecturership-a post that he held for nearly twenty years. Through the support (in terms of space and status) of the then Linacre Professor, E.S. Goodrich, F.R.S., the Bureau of Animal Population came into being in January 1932, with Charles Elton as its director, a position that he held until his retirement in 1967. The title of Reader in Animal Ecology was conferred on him in 1936, but it was not until after World War II that the post itself carried a stipend. In addition to the university demonstratorship, he also received a small stipend from Corpus Christi College, which elected him a Senior Research Fellow in 1936 (Morrell 1997 ). This was an act of pure altruism on the part of the college, for he had neither the wish nor the aptitude to undertake any college teaching. Nor does he seem to have become much involved in the college, recording that initially Fellows used to greet him: 'Hullo Elton, how are the mice?' He continues, 'this was the only intelligent question about my work that any Corpus don ever asked me. It got monotonous. Now [after the war] they just say 'Hullo Elton', no longer aware of what I do. ' Charles Elton undertook a small amount of teaching as required by his university posts. He was not an inspiring lecturer; this was partly due to the softness of his voice, which he considered he had inherited from his mother, 'to the detriment of my lecturing capacity'. From 1948 until 1956 he ran a field course in Wytham every summer (except in 1951 and 1955). Only a very small number of the students were from Oxford: they were drawn from many other British universities and abroad. The largest contingent came from University College London, where former Bureau member Richard Freeman was a Reader. Crowcroft (1991) has as his frontispiece a telling photograph of Elton talking to a class while fitting a handle extension to a butterfly net. A long-time visitor to the Bureau and Elton's close friend Professor T. Park provided him with a critique of the course-'with much of which I agree'. However, the course was abandoned, not reformed. In spite of his bitterness over the decision to close the Bureau on his retirement (see above), he accepted the invitation of the new Reader in Animal Ecology, Dr J. Phillipson, to join the ' Animal Ecology Research Group' and retained a small room in the Department of Zoology, under two Linacre Professors, visiting it regularly, but cryptically, until shortly before his death. During this period he maintained the records of the Wytham Survey, which are now held in the university's Natural History Museum.
E 
Charles Elton's bibliography shows the depth and breadth of his interests, yet there are only about a dozen weighty papers. His great contribution was through his books.
His first scientific note (8), published in the Lancashire Naturalist in the year of his graduation, was on the rabbit; although he had a truly Olympian view of animal ecology, the majority of his work-and of that which he supervised-was on mammals. His next two published notes (in 1922) were on the natterjack toad (9) and on water mites (10); one can see these papers as a microcosm of his view of ecology as 'scientific natural history', with an emphasis on pattern rather than physiology. Elton recalls that he was seventeen before he knew the subject existed, indeed after making some lists of plants from various habitats around Liverpool he thought that he had discovered a new subject. His early ideas were much influenced by V.E. Shelford's Animal communities in temperate America. From this source he derived the concept of succession and the special nature of small scattered habitats, such as carrion and dung. However, whereas Shelford saw ecology as a branch of general physiology, Elton did not; after his Arctic experiences he recognized that animal communities had a common structure derived from their food chains. Although he identified his ideas on mass immigration and population cycling as his greatest contribution to ecology, many would lay more emphasis on his development of these concepts of community pattern. In the 1920s, as Hardy (1968) explains, there were two movements away from the traditional comparative anatomy approach of zoology. One, led by the Cambridge school, was reductionist and looked to the elucidation of physiological mechanisms. The other, holistic in its approach, was concerned with evolution, behaviour, populations and environment and hailed from Oxford; its proponents were Julian Huxley, Charles Elton, Alister Hardy and O.W. Richards-all of whom worked together in one way or another. Of this group it was Elton who, early on, stamped out the foundations of animal ecology-not just for the British school, but internationally.
In 1926, Julian Huxley asked Elton to write a book on animal ecology in the new series 'Textbooks of Animal Biology' that he was editing for Sidgwick & Jackson. So, yet again, Huxley was responsible for giving him the opportunity to take a key step in his career. Elton wrote at night in his lodgings near the University Museum; he worked from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m., and records that his flatmates were not beyond pressurizing him to maintain this regime. The book (1) was written in 85 days! It has remained a classic and has a freshness about it even today.
In the second chapter of Animal ecology he sets out succinctly the key features of animal communities, including their characteristic species, zonation and species richness. He points to the basic truth that by studying the differences between communities we can be led to a recognition of the fundamental resemblances between them. He introduced the concept of the niche as an animal's place in the community. 'When an ecologist says "there goes a badger" he should include in his thoughts some definite idea of the animal's place in the community to which it belongs, just as if he had said "there goes the vicar"'. Recognizing that there was a relative decrease in numbers in each stage moving up the food chain, he coined the term 'pyramid of numbers'.
Any one of these fundamental ideas would have been more than sufficient for the book to be recognized as establishing a major advance. However, in Animal ecology Elton did far more. He recognized the roles of time, weather and size in the segregation of niches. The book is by no means limited to community ecology; two chapters are devoted to the numbers of animals and their variability. He stressed the role of enemies in the regulation of numbers and proposed territory as a major limiting factor for those animals at the end of a food chain. He introduced the concept of cycling populations, illustrated by many examples including his own on Arctic fox numbers (from the records of the Hudson's Bay Company) and deduced lemming maxima. He even addressed what were for long to remain neglected corners of ecology: dispersal and parasitism. Indeed, there is virtually no topic in modern ecology that was not introduced by Elton in this book.
Between 1930 and 1933 he published three small books, variously summarizing or expanding on the ideas in Animal ecology. The first, Animal ecology and evolution (2), was based on lectures given in the University of London in 1929 and contained many profound ideas (Hardy 1968 ). The second, Exploring the animal world (3), was for a wider audience and was based on broadcasts made early in 1933. The third, in Methuen's series 'Monographs in Biological Subjects', entitled The ecology of animals (4), was written, he records, in three weeks. It is largely a condensation of the seminal Animal ecology, but 'Ecological surveys', a subject that was to become increasingly close to his heart, gained a whole chapter. This included an extensive table of the number of species in a wide range of animal communities. In many ways this represented the 'high water mark' of quantitative tables in Elton's reviews of animal communities.
Voles, mice and lemmings (5), published in 1942, is in some respects of a different genre from Elton's earlier books: it is a magnificent specialized monograph, and demonstrates the broad sweep of his knowledge. He reviews all the information on the changes in numbers of these rodents; in particular data from the UK, Scandinavia, North Labrador and the Ungava Peninsula on the east of Hudson Bay. To do this he culled the accounts of explorers and fur trappers and the records of organizations, such as the Hudson's Bay Company and the Moravian Church, as well as describing his own studies, with Oxford colleagues, on rodents in Bagley Wood, Oxford. This monograph represented the main output of his research over the previous twenty years. He clearly demonstrated cycling in these populations and their predators. He pointed to evidence on changes in vegetation and parasites but concluded, 'we are far from understanding how the downfall (population crash) comes about'. The book ends with the thought that these changes are a reflection of 'the unstable fabric of the living cosmos'. Effectively it represented the end of his work on population ecology. Thereafterapart from his 'war work' (see above, under 'Bureau of Animal Population')-it was to community ecology that his personal research efforts would be directed.
In 1957, Elton gave three broadcasts on the BBC's Third Programme under the title 'Balance and Barrier'. In these he developed his ideas on the invasions of alien organisms and of the threat that these, often anthropogenic, events posed to the conservation of natural communities. He expanded these views in The ecology of invasions by animals and plants (6), published in 1958. Here he mastered an amazing breadth of material, much of it in specialist journals devoted to applied entomology or plant pathology. He outlined the common features of the invasions of continents and contrasted these with their impact in remote islands. In the second part of the book he explored why invasions often fail, the balance between populations in natural communities and the development of new food chains. He ended with two chapters devoted to what would now be termed the socio-political, as well as the ecological, arguments for conservation-in which he believed passionately. This book was in the succinct style of his earliest work and again was seminal for the areas that it covered. Much of the field was to be consolidated and given mathematical expression in Island biogeography (MacArthur & Wilson 1967 ), now further developed into an active area of ecological endeavour.
During the war, the university came into possession of the Wytham Estate just outside Oxford City. It was predominantly woodland but contained a number of open areas. Freed from the need to fund the Bureau from outside grants (see above) and with his stipend as a Reader borne on the university's grant, Elton was able to take the opportunity to devote himself, and much of the Bureau's resources, to an ecological survey of Wytham Wood. This ambitious project was to constitute the major part of his ecological work for the rest of his life. Embarking on the survey, he devised-along with R.S. Miller-a system of classifying habitats by their structural features (13).
He brought together the findings of the survey in a substantial volume, The pattern of animal communities (7), published in 1966, the year before his retirement. The book displays all of Elton's skill with the English language and his prodigious knowledge of natural history, both in general and of Wytham in particular. Two new general concepts were developed: the inverse pyramid of habitats and the girder system of communities. He defined the former as 'the higher the consumer level the fewer and larger the animals, but also the greater the habitat range'. The girder system proposes that stability is given to ecosystems by the various links between different component communities and their interspersed populations.
One must recognize sadly that this book, the culmination of his labours, has not had anything like the impact of his earlier works; his terms for these concepts have not caught on. Why? In some ways the subject had moved beyond an approach limited to scientific natural history, yet in other ways he was several decades ahead.
Elton himself had always stressed the importance of quantification, 'numbers are fascinating'; he had recruited P.H. Leslie to the Bureau. In the 1960s, textbooks of quantitative methods were published for both plant and animal ecology; his colleagues David Lack (F.R.S. 1951) and George Varley were busy measuring and counting, and Robert MacArthur (who had undertaken his DPhil in the Edward Grey Institute next door) was busy expressing ecological concepts as simple graphs. Yet in The pattern of animal communities there were only four tables and eight quantitative figures in over 400 pages of text. The girder system (although that term was not used) was, within a few years, to be rigorously analysed by Robert M. May (now Sir Robert) (F.R.S. 1979), who, in a volume rich in algebra, showed that stability in ecosystems was not a mathematical consequence of complexity. Food webs were soon to be expressed quantitatively in terms of their connectance and length.
Against this background The pattern of animal communities seemed to have little to offer. However, the deep insights for the future, a characteristic of all his work, are there. Explaining why he had given up population studies, he points out that populations are seldom closed and they are interspersed in the habitat (a feature of the girder system); in this he foreshadowed the now popular concept of the metapopulation. In conversation he made it plain that he was very conscious of the imperfections of many estimates of numbers and indices made by ecologists. We think he felt that these gave the subject a spurious air of exactitude. Ecologists were to become increasingly confronted with these problems (e.g. the 'sin' of pseudoreplication). The data from the Wytham Survey were recorded on a complex punch-card system that was at that time the only technique that allowed retrieval to answer a range of questions. Twenty years on, the information would have been held on a computer, making it possible to find quickly the associations that Elton sought to discover.
After retirement, Elton made what were almost his first visits to the tropics. He was as excited as any field biologist must be; however, characteristically he was not content with mere sightseeing, but undertook systematic observations with the simple techniques of beating and sweeping. The result was a substantial paper (17) . He found that the invertebrate population density was low and the proportion of predators high. He postulated that this was the end product of a long predator-prey evolutionary interaction, as a result of which prey species lived at very low densities, with local extinctions (and recolonization) occurring. In what was to be his final paragraph in the literature of formal ecology, he emphasized his long-running concern about mankind's role in Nature: 'It would be likely that an essentially rather fragile system of this kind may need a very large area of rain forest for its long-term survival, and this in turn would indicate the need for the preservation of really large forest tracts as nature reserves.' A
